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January 1st - 7th 2018
This week kicks off a new year, and it starts off with a full moon in your
sign, Cancer, on Monday. Full moons in your sign are usually times
where you reap what you’ve sown, and you can experience rewards and
make progress if you’ve done things the right way, been smart and
responsible, and are passionate about what you’re doing, or you can
experience setbacks and delays if you don’t care for what you’re
focused on, lazy, or reckless. If the former, make the most of the
progress and push forward even more; if the latter, focus on ways you
can adjust. Your emotions can be heightened with this full moon as well,
and you can focus more on yourself. On Tuesday, Uranus ends his
retrograde (appears to move backward) in Aries and your goals sector,
and you may have struggled with making changes with your goals or
having more independence with what you’re doing, but now you can
move forward open to change that will help you get to where you want
to be and take the lead. You can work on a new project or venture to
start the week (one of your new year’s resolutions!), and take a slow,
steady approach midweek. You can gather information and work on
your plans later in the week, and you can end the week taking a step
back and making sure things are good at home and with family.
Best days of the week for Cancer: Monday, Tuesday
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January 8th - 14th 2018
There may be matters at home or with family that you focus on
addressing as the week begins, Cancer, and you can make this your
priority. You can help out family or the people you view as family, giving
them support or getting comfort from them. You can work on improving
matters at home, and can feel best when you have a solid home base
you feel emotionally connected to. Later in the week, you can be gentle
with your heart, and spend time doing what brings you joy in healthy
and positive ways. It can be a good time to make time for fun, and a
small getaway can help you feel good. On Thursday, Mercury enters
Capricorn and your relationship sector, and you can do your best
thinking with a partner, or are more expressive and open with the
people in your life over the coming weeks. You can benefit mentally
when you feel balanced and are surrounded by peace, and when things
are chaotic, you may lack focus and feel rattled. This can be a good time
for compromises and negotiations. Over the weekend, work can call
you, and you may need to tend to the tasks and chores and projects
that have piled up and require your attention now. You can use your
productive energy well, and get a lot done.
Best days of the week for Cancer: Wednesday, Thursday
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January 15th - 21st 2018
The people in your life and your relationships can get most of your
attention as the week begins with a new moon in Capricorn and your
relationship sector, Cancer. You can focus on helping the people you
care about with whatever they’re dealing with, being supportive and
understanding, and wanting to show how committed you are to them.
You can pursue a new relationship, if single, and only want something
serious, or you can reaffirm your commitment, if you’re in a relationship.
You may also work to be better balanced, compromising, and fair. Later
in the week, you can work on a transformation for the better that will
last, especially with Venus entering Aquarius on Wednesday and the
Sun entering Aquarius on Friday. You can focus on doing research into
what you need to know more about over the coming weeks, and you
can take a serious approach to what you do. You can work on plans to
transform, and you can have a stronger will. Over the weekend, you can
take time away from the intensity and try to enjoy yourself a little more,
feeling excited by expansion and exploration, and wanting to open your
mind and see what’s out there for you to find and learn. You can work
on big plans, and have an optimistic attitude.
Best days of the week for Cancer: Saturday, Sunday
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January 22nd - 28th 2018
One of your goals can take up a lot of your time as the week starts, and
you can focus on trying to hit your stride, hit a high point, make some
progress, or achieve some success. You can get recognition, make a
good impression on someone, and have flashes of insight, or you can
experience setbacks and delays if you need to change your approach.
Later in the week, you can be open to change, and think about the ways
change can benefit your life. You can think of new ways and new
approaches, and feel more comfortable pursuing them. Mars enters
Sagittarius and your work sector on Friday, and over the coming weeks,
you can get a lot of smaller tasks and projects done, focus on work and
daily life, have a more practical approach and work on the mundane,
and get organized. The more you do, the more energy you may feel you
have, so try not to push too hard otherwise you can cause yourself
stress. Over the weekend, you can spend some time alone, getting
some needed rest and recharging yourself internally.
Best days of the week for Cancer: Tuesday
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January 29th - February 4th 2018
Mercury enters Aquarius on Wednesday, and a lunar eclipse occurs on
the same day in Leo and your money sector, making that the big day for
the week. With Mercury, you may focus on serious matters, have a more
serious approach, and do some research over the coming weeks. Your
focus can be intense, obsessive, and unrelenting, and you can be
passionate about your ideas. You can make plans for transformations for
the better, and be open to changes. With the lunar eclipse, you can
settle financial issues or make changes to your financial approach, and
prefer to take things slow and steady. You can work to be better
grounded in your life, and bring more stability and security to your life.
You can be more sensitive to what people think about you, and may
need to work on tuning them out so you can have better confidence.
The week starts with the Moon in your sign, and you can be more
energized and enthusiastic about a new beginning. Midweek, you can
take your time, and later in the week, you can gather information. You
may end the week giving yourself support, strengthening yourself at
your core, or craving some comfort.
Best days of the week for Cancer: Monday, Tuesday
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February 5th - 11th 2018
The emotional energy you have can be strong as the week begins, and
you can focus on getting to your inner core, giving yourself the comfort
and support that you need, and staying within your comfort zone.
Spending time with the people who encourage you can help to keep
you steady emotionally, and you can benefit from some familiarity.
Midweek, you can connect to your heart, and focus on the joy in your
life and bringing more joy to your life and the lives of those you care for.
Later in the week, you can tackle the work you didn’t want to get to
during the week, and your productive side can kick in. You can get
organized, make lists, and get as much done as you can while you can.
On Saturday, Venus enters Pisces, and you can enjoy expanding your
life in new ways, having new experiences, and exploring the world over
the coming weeks. You can open up to learning, teaching, writing,
speaking, and sharing the knowledge and wisdom you’ve gained
through experience. In love, you may want more space to feel that
you’re not being stifled, and if single, you may keep things loose and
casual at first. If in a relationship, you may want to have more
adventures with your partner. You may end the week making a
compromise or keeping the peace.
Best days of the week for Cancer: Tuesday, Wednesday
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February 12th - 18th 2018
On Thursday, a solar eclipse occurs in Aquarius, and this can bring
positive energy for the week. You may have good energy for focusing
on new transformations for the better in your life, doing research into
things you need to know more about, handling serious matters, or
pursuing ventures that are mutually beneficial. You may share more
with others, and can be more comfortable with intimacy. On Saturday,
Mercury enters Pisces, and the Sun enters Pisces on Sunday. Over the
coming weeks, you can do your best thinking and feel most like yourself
when you are coming up with big ideas, working on plans for expansion
and exploration, opening up to new experiences, and focusing on the
positives. You can be more optimistic and more enthusiastic about life.
You may start the week spending time with the people in your life, seek
to transform midweek, and want more space later in the week. You may
end the week working on one of your goals, hitting your stride, hitting a
high point, making progress, working on your long-term plans, and
feeling more ambitious.
Best days of the week for Cancer: Friday, Saturday
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February 19th - 25th 2018
The goals and ambitions that you're focused on most right now can take
up your attention as the week begins, and you can work hard to make
progress, hit your stride, hit a high point, or feel that you are on the right
path. You can think about the direction that your life is taking, and can
work on your long-term plans and make adjustments if needed.
Midweek, you can think further into the future, and what your hopes and
dreams are. You can pursue opportunities to make your dreams a
reality. You can be open to making changes that will make your dreams
possible, and you can go outside of your comfort zone if you need to.
Later in the week, you may need to spend time dealing with issues from
the past, subconscious issues, emotional baggage, or things that you
need to clear out of your life. It may be a time of endings, and you can
move on and let go. You can tend to matters on your own, and feel
more comfortable doing things by yourself. The week comes to an end
with the Moon in your sign, Cancer, which can increase your energy and
drive, and feel more enthusiastic about pursuing new projects, ventures,
opportunities, and beginnings.
Best days of the week for Cancer: Sunday
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February 26th - March 4th 2018
With a full moon in Virgo on Thursday, you can use the energy to get
something off of your chest, speak your mind, say what needs to be
said, and can find it easier to express what you're feeling. You can
identify more strongly with your ideas and plans, thoughts and opinions,
and with what other people say to you, and people can take what you
say more seriously. You can say what you mean and mean what you
say. The Moon is in your sign, Cancer, to start the week, which can bring
energy and drive for new projects and ventures that you can focus on
for the next month. Focus on a new beginning or new opportunity that
excites you and pushes you to take action. Midweek, you can feel more
confident, and work to be more grounded in your life. The more
grounded you feel, the more confident you can be. Later in the week,
you can work on your short-term plans, and use up the mental energy
that you have. You can keep yourself busy and be more sociable. Over
the weekend, you can spend more time at home, with family or the
people who support you, and create more emotional support.
Best days of the week for Cancer: Monday
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March 5th - 11th 2018
On Tuesday, Mercury enters Aries and your career and life path sector,
and Venus joins him on Wednesday, so you can enjoy focusing on your
goals, ambitions, and direction over the coming weeks. You can work on
making good impressions on the right people, making progress or
hitting your stride, and working on your long-term plans. You can take a
more practical outlook and apply it to your goals, and you can merge
your view of the big picture with the details to come up with a solid and
comprehensive plan. You may start the week wanting to get in tune with
your heart to help yourself feel better emotionally, as you may crave
more comfort and familiarity to kick the week off. You can enjoy
focusing on the things you love to do in healthy and positive ways, or
spending time with the people who remind you how to have fun and
enjoy yourself. Later in the week, you can get down to work, and tackle
the projects, tasks, and chores that you didn’t have focus or time for
earlier in the week. You can work hard to get them done, and want them
out of the way so you don’t have to worry about them later. Over the
weekend, you can spend time with the people you care about, and
enjoy having company.
Best days of the week for Cancer: Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
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March 12th - 17th 2018
You can dig deeper into the things that you need to know more about,
the things that you are passionate about, or the people that you care
most about during the first half of the week. You can be more intense,
unrelenting, or obsessive. You can take a step back later in the week,
and give yourself and others more space. You may want to explore, and
can open up your mind. On Saturday, a new moon occurs in Pisces, and
you can pursue opportunities to expand your life in new ways, to have
new experiences, or to explore new places. You can be more optimistic,
and this can open up new possibilities to you. Mars enters Capricorn and
your relationship sector on Saturday as well, and over the coming
weeks, you can focus more on the people in your life and your
relationships and partnerships. You can feel more energized when you
have a partner and aren't doing everything alone. You can address
issues in your relationships, and try to be more compromising and fair.
The people in your life can be a major focus for you over the coming
months. You may end the week focused on trying to achieve a goal, hit
your stride, or alter the direction that your life is taking.
Best days of the week for Cancer: Thursday, Friday, Saturday
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March 19th - 25th 2018
This week comes with some challenging energy, and you can feel it at
the start as you focus on your goals and ambitions, and may experience
some issues that you need to address right off of the bat. On Tuesday,
the Sun enters Aries and your career and life path sector, and this can
shine a light on your goals, long-term plans, direction, and the
impressions you make on others over the coming weeks. This gets the
spotlight likely because of Mercury, who turns retrograde (appears to
move backward) in Aries on Thursday, and we can struggle with this
energy for the next few weeks. You may experience setbacks and
delays with your goals, feel you’re going in the wrong direction, or have
a hard time adhering to your plans and question yourself. It can be a
good time to focus on an old goal or to reconnect with an old boss or
mentor though. Midweek, you can make quick changes or strengthen
your social circle, and take time to recharge yourself later in the week.
The Moon is in your sign over the weekend, Cancer, and you can focus
on yourself and tend to your own needs.
Best days of the week for Cancer: Saturday, Sunday
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March 26th - April 1st 2018
You may prefer taking your time and going the slow-but-steady route
as the week begins, feeling that this can help you manage the difficult
energy that were all experiencing. Later in the week, you can pick up
your pace, and keep yourself busy with lots to do, a full schedule, and
short-term plans. Saturday is the big day for this week, and Venus
enters Taurus and a full moon occurs in Libra and your home and family
sector. With Venus entering Taurus, you may enjoy spending more time
with your friends, in groups, meeting new people, venturing outside of
your comfort zone, being independent, focusing on your dreams, or
making changes over the coming weeks. With the full moon in Libra,
you can settle issues at home or disputes with family, tackle issues that
impact you emotionally, or work to strengthen yourself internally or to
strengthen the foundation of something in your life. You may benefit
from emotional support or from staying in your comfort zone. This can
especially be true over the weekend, and you can spend time with the
people who support you most, or in places that you know best.
Best days of the week for Cancer: Sunday
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April 2nd - 8th 2018
Putting a smile on someone’s face can help you to be more positive too,
so you may start the week feeling more generous and trying to help
other people feel better about life. As you spread the love and joy, you
can feel better about your own life, and this can help you get in tune
with your heart and the heart’s of the people you care about most. Later
in the week, you can turn your attention to the work that has to be
tackled, or the smaller projects that need to be finished up. You may
keep yourself busy with plenty to do, but may be tempted to take on
too much at times, so try to avoid burning yourself out. You’re only
human, and can only do so much on your own, and shouldn’t demand
perfection from yourself when you know that isn’t possible. Give
yourself some room to breathe. Over the weekend, you can give your
attention to the people in your life, and you can be the one who gets
everyone together, finds the middle ground, negotiates and mediates,
and is able to find some sort of compromise. This helps you to keep the
peace and find some quiet.
Best days of the week for Cancer: Monday, Tuesday
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April 9th - 15th 2018
The week may begin with you focused on serious matters, serious
subjects, doing research, and trying to get to the heart of something.
Your focus can be strong and passionate for whatever it is. Later in the
week, you can step back a little and try to be a bit lighter and more
optimistic. Life may seem like it changes pretty quickly over the
weekend with a new moon in Aries and your goals and life path sector
plus Mercury ending his retrograde (appearing to move backward) in
Aries on Sunday. Over the last few weeks, you may have felt you
weren’t on the right path, weren’t making the right impression, or
struggled with focus on goals, ambitions, or responsibilities, but with the
retrograde ending and a new moon in Aries, you may feel more energy
and enthusiasm for your goals again, and can focus on getting back on
the right path, getting praise or recognition for the things you’ve done
right, and take on the responsibilities that you feel you should. You can
work quickly to hit your stride, hit a high point, or make progress, and
work on your long-term plans for action.
Best days of the week for Cancer: Thursday, Friday
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April 16th - 22nd 2018
You may feel more open to changes that can improve your life for the
better and to doing things in unconventional ways as the week starts,
and you can feel more independent and open to original ideas. You can
think outside of the box yourself, and expand your social circle or meet
new people. Midweek, you can have an active imagination and feel
more compassionate and understanding, and want to help others who
can’t help themselves. Later in the week, the Moon is in your sign,
Cancer, and you can feel energy increase, focus on what you want and
pursue new beginnings, and can be more motivated to take action with
opportunities that excite you. On Thursday, the Sun enters Taurus, and
over the coming weeks, you can feel most like yourself when you’re
spending time with your friends, in groups you belong to, meeting new
people, focusing on your dreams, pursuing opportunities for your
dreams, stepping outside of your comfort zone, and being more
independent. You may end the week wanting to slow down and take
time to enjoy the moment while you can.
Best days of the week for Cancer: Saturday, Sunday
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April 23rd - 29th 2018
You may feel you need to take your time as the week starts, and don’t
feel like being pushed into anything you aren’t ready for. You can focus
on trying to bring stability and security into areas of life that have been
chaotic lately, and work on addressing issues of confidence. On
Tuesday, Venus enters Gemini, and over the coming weeks, you may be
more affectionate and loving behind closed doors, enjoy being in the
background and out of the spotlight, use your imagination and intuition
more, or connect with your spiritual self. Midweek, you can sort through
your ideas and work on new short-term plans for the ones you’re really
excited about pursuing. Later in the week, you can focus on matters at
home or with family, and can be more nurturing and supportive of the
people you care about. The week comes to an end with a full moon in
Scorpio and your love sector on Sunday, and you can settle issues with
loved ones, grow closer with someone you feel a soul connection to or
further away from someone you don’t, and you can feel more inspired
and creative and can benefit from a creative outlet.
Best days of the week for Cancer: Sunday
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April 30th - May 6th 2018
Your hobbies and creative energy can get your focus as the week
begins, and you may want to make more time for what you enjoy most,
the people you love most, or try to use your creative energy in
everything you do. The more you enjoy what you do, the better your
focus can be. If you have to be boring and mundane, you may not get as
much done as you need to. Your focus for that can be better midweek,
and you can tackle the projects and tasks that aren’t very interesting or
exciting, but are routine and things that you just need to get out of the
way. You can be more productive, and once you get started, you can
find you have even more energy to get more done, so you can tackle
quite a bit. Later in the week, you can work to be more compromising
and fair, and try to find middle ground for everyone to meet on. You can
feel best when you are surrounded by peace and harmony, so you can
strive to get people on the same page. With some peace, you can be
more decisive and feel emotionally at ease. You may end of the week
with stronger emotions.
Best days of the week for Cancer: Monday
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May 7th - 13th 2018
You can work to get to the heart of a matter as the week begins, and
your focus can be intense and passionate for whatever interests you.
You can dive into serious matters, and take a serious approach to life.
You can lighten up midweek and focus on the positives, preferring to be
more optimistic and to pursue new opportunities. You can be open to
what’s possible, and feel confident in what you can accomplish when
you set your mind to it. Later in the week, you can be better disciplined
and focused, and may work to hit your stride, make progress, make a
good impression, and you can receive praise of recognition. If you
experience a setback or delay, you may need to change your approach
or ask yourself if you really care about what you’re doing. On Sunday,
Mercury enters Taurus, and over the coming weeks, you can think
outside of the box, work on plans for your dreams, do your best thinking
with a group or with friends, or work on changes you’d like to
implement.
Best days of the week for Cancer: Wednesday, Thursday
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May 14th - 20th 2018
The energy this week is strong and busy, starting with a new moon in
Taurus and Uranus entering Taurus on Tuesday. With the new moon,
you can pursue opportunities to get closer to achieving your dreams,
meet new people and expand your social circle, be more independent,
or make a change. With Uranus, this is the start of this transit, and you
can start making changes and being open to them over the coming
months. On Wednesday, Mars enters Aquarius, and over the coming
weeks, you can tend to serious matters, embark on transformations for
the better, or pursue mutually beneficial projects or ventures. On
Saturday, Venus enters your sign, Cancer, and you can enjoy getting
attention, being in the spotlight, and may seem more attractive,
charming, and pleasant over the coming weeks. On Sunday, the Sun
enters Gemini, and you can feel most like yourself when you’re on your
own, using your imagination, or connecting to your spiritual self over the
coming weeks. You may start the week spending time with friends, get
extra rest midweek, start something new with the Moon in your sign
later in the week, and end the week enjoying the moment.
Best days of the week for Cancer: Friday, Saturday
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May 21st - 27th 2018
Bringing stability and security into your life can seem more important as
the week begins, and you can focus first on the areas of life that would
benefit most from some stability and security. You can feel more
confident in yourself as you gain more stability and security. Midweek,
you can focus on your mind, wanting to challenge yourself mentally or
coming up with lots of new ideas that you can feel good about. You may
be a little scattered with your focus though, so keep track of the ideas
you really like and focus on the ones you feel strongest about. Later in
the week, you can work on something from the ground up, try to
strengthen the foundation of your life or something in your life, and
tackle issues at the core. Over the weekend, you may want more
attention from the people you care about, and can enjoy spending more
time on your hobbies, with the people you love, or want more time to
connect to your heart and not be so serious about life.
Best days of the week for Cancer: Saturday, Sunday
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May 28th - June 3rd 2018
On Tuesday, Mercury moves into Gemini, and a full moon occurs in
Sagittarius that same day, so it’s a busy day. With Mercury entering
Gemini, you can do your best thinking on your own, have a more active
imagination, and keep more of your ideas and opinions to yourself until
you’re ready for others to hear them over the coming weeks. You may
find other people to drain you mentally, and may need more time to let
your mind rest when you’re around others. With the full moon, you can
focus on tackling work projects and getting the smaller mundane daily
tasks and chores of life out of the way so they’re not weighing you
down. You can address issues that may be impacting your well-being
overall, and work to manage your stress better. You may start the week
feeling positive, enjoying attention, and being more generous and
creative. Midweek, you can pay closer attention to the details and stick
to schedules and deadlines. Later in the week, you can work on being
better balanced, and focus on the things you haven’t had time for lately.
You may end the week being very serious about something, or trying to
get to the heart of a matter that has vexed you as of late.
Best days of the week for Cancer: Monday
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June 4th - 10th 2018
The serious matters that you need to dive deeper into can get your
focus to start the week, and you can work on getting to the heart of
them. Your focus can be intense and passionate, and you can keep
digging until you find everything there is to find, and have a better
understanding of what to do. Midweek, you can focus on being lighter
and more optimistic, wanting to see the positives in every situation, and
feeling better about your chances in life. You can share your wisdom
with others, and learn from the world as well. Later in the week, you can
take on more responsibilities, work to hit your stride with something,
focus on the direction your life is going in, and try to get on the right
path. You can be better disciplined, focused, and work harder for what
you want. You may end the week spending time being more
independent and free-thinking, letting yourself think outside of the box
and wanting to work on changes that get you closer to your dreams.
Best days of the week for Cancer: Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday
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June 11th - 17th 2018
It’s a busy week, starting with Mercury entering your sign, Cancer, on
Tuesday. Over the coming weeks, you can have an active mind, lots of
new ideas and plans, and can be more open with what you come up
with, wanting to share what’s on your mind freely. On Wednesday,
Venus enters Leo and your money sector, and over the coming weeks,
you can enjoy splurging, indulging, being sensual, and can improve your
confidence and security. A new moon occurs in Gemini on Wednesday
as well, and you can pursue opportunities that keep you in the
background or behind the scenes, improve your connection to your
spiritual self or intuition, or use your imagination. You can spend time
with friends as the week starts, but take time to be on your own and
reflect or rest midweek. Later in the week, the Moon is in your sign, and
you can be more energized to pursue something new, and focus on
your own wants and needs. Over the weekend, you can remind yourself
to be more present and live in the moment.
Best days of the week for Cancer: Thursday, Friday
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June 18th - 24th 2018
The ideas that you come up with as the week begins can be what you're
focused on, and you can work on your short-term plans for these ideas.
You may come up with so many that you feel scattered at times, so try
to keep track of the ones you come up with that you are most excited
about so you can pursue them later. Later in the week, you can focus on
the foundation of something in your life that you feel is a little shaky
right now and needs to be strengthened. This may be internal or
external. On Thursday, the Sun enters your sign, Cancer, and over the
coming weeks, you may feel most like yourself when you are in the
spotlight, getting attention, pursuing new beginnings, focusing on your
own wants and needs, and making yourself more of a priority. Over the
weekend, you can put aside anything serious and focus on having some
fun. You can be more playful, joyful, and silly, and get in touch with your
inner child, and can be more generous and affectionate with the people
you care about.
Best days of the week for Cancer: Saturday, Sunday
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June 25th - July 1st 2018
Mars turns retrograde (appears to move backward) on Tuesday in
Aquarius, and Mars is retrograde in Aquarius until August. This may
impact serious matters in your life, your ability to research, and your
moods. You can be more easily dragged into shouting matches or
become heated up quickly, full of frustration and rage. You can benefit
from having an outlet for the moodiness and anger you may have, and
to try and direct your passionate energy elsewhere. A full moon occurs
in Capricorn and your relationship sector on Thursday, increasing the
emotional energy around the start of the retrograde, and you may be
more emotional with others and need to give yourself some support.
Mercury enters Leo and your money sector on Friday, and you can
focus on improving stability and security over the coming weeks. As the
week begins, you can focus on getting little things out of the way if you
can, and be better balanced later in the week, Over the weekend, you
may want to focus on transforming for the better.
Best days of the week for Cancer: Friday
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July 2nd - 8th 2018
You may be focused on serious matters to start the week, and strive to
get to know more about them, but quickly, you can take a step back and
give yourself some breathing room. You may want the space so you
don’t feel quite so serious and quite so weighed down by the wonky
energy that we’re all dealing with right now. You can come up with big
ideas and try to be more optimistic. Later in the week, you can focus on
being more practical and getting down to what matters. You can be
more responsible and mature, and take the lead. You may need to be
the adult in certain situations, and be the one that other people are
looking to for guidance. You can work quietly on your goals as well, and
try to stay on the right track no matter what is happening. Over the
weekend, you can make time for friends or the groups you belong to,
and can spend time doing something good for the world, feeling more
charitable and wanting to improve the world in some way.
Best days of the week for Cancer: Tuesday, Wednesday
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July 9th - 15th 2018
Venus enters Virgo on Monday, and over the coming weeks, you may
enjoy using your mind, connecting with others mentally, talking things
over with others, having mental stimulation, coming up with new ideas
and plans, and focusing on a variety of interests. On Friday, a solar
eclipse occurs in your sign, Cancer, and you can focus on the
opportunities and beginnings you want to pursue, what excites you and
you’re enthusiastic about, and what you’re driven to achieve in healthy
and positive ways. The energy may not be best to take action right
away, but you can be ready when it is. You may start the week wanting
some time to yourself to rest, relax, recharge, and reflect, and can turn
inward and quietly work on plans. Midweek, you can be more open with
what you’re doing, and be more comfortable with getting attention.
Later in the week, you can take your time with decisions and actions, not
wanting to be pushed into anything, and you may end the week with
some new ideas.
Best days of the week for Cancer: Thursday, Friday
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July 16th - 22nd 2018
You may start the week with lots of new ideas and an active mind, and
can work on short-term plans and keep yourself busy. You can be more
engaging with others, and may pursue projects that allow you to use up
your mental energy. Midweek, you can focus more on your emotions
and what you're feeling about certain situations or certain people. You
may work on strengthening the foundation of your life or of yourself.
Later in the week, you may want more time and energy for your hobbies
or what you enjoy most in life and healthy and positive ways. You may
connect to your inner child and be more playful and joyful. You may
work on your schedule for the next week and get organized as the week
comes to an end. On Sunday, the Sun enters Leo and your money
sector, and over the coming weeks, you may feel most like yourself
when you are feeling financially secure, splurging on yourself or the
people you care about, indulging, getting in tune with your senses,
improving stability or security in your life, or feeling more confident.
Best days of the week for Cancer: Friday, Saturday
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July 23rd - 29th 2018
This may be a challenging week for us all with Mercury turning
retrograde (appearing to move backward) in Leo and your money sector
on Thursday, and a lunar eclipse on Friday in Aquarius, the sign opposite
Leo. You may struggle with personal finances, your confidence, stability
and security, or feel stuck over the coming weeks with the retrograde,
and it may be because you’re focusing more on something that you’re
wrapped up in, fighting for power and control over something, or
needing to dig deeper into yourself, your life, and bring out some of the
darkness into the light. Emotions can be heightened greatly, and you
can easily get into a foul mood, so try to have an outlet for your
emotional energy. Give yourself some space so you’re not getting so
obsessed, and remember to enjoy the moment sometimes. You may
start the week trying to get little things out of the way and feeling more
productive with your time, and can focus more on your relationships,
partnerships, commitments, and compromises later in the week. You
can spend time over the weekend trying to work on a transformation for
the better, and this can be a positive use of the energy right now.
Best days of the week for Cancer: Monday, Tuesday
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July 30th - August 5th 2018
There can be big ideas you may want to work on as the week begins,
though you may not have much opportunity to take action right now.
You can be optimistic about your chances and feel you have a good
chance down the road, but the options may be limited at the moment.
This likely doesn’t deter you, and you can keep looking at the bright side
and make plans for down the road. You can see the big picture pretty
well, and this can help you to work on your long-term plans later in the
week with a more practical outlook. You can be realistic about what is
possible, what you can do on your own and what you may need help
with, and what responsibilities you may need to take on soon or you
may need to ask others to do for you. Over the weekend, you can focus
on your friendships or the groups you belong to, and make time for your
friends or groups, wanting to feel a better connection with them. You
can enjoy the time you get with them, and you can feel more
comfortable venturing outside of your comfort zone or doing something
in a different way from usual.
Best days of the week for Cancer: Monday, Tuesday
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August 6th - 12th 2018
This very busy week kicks off with Venus entering Libra and your home
and family sector on Monday. Over the coming weeks, you can enjoy
spending more time at home, with family, giving yourself emotional
comfort and support, strengthening the foundation of something in your
life, or starting something from the ground up. On Saturday, a solar
eclipse occurs in Leo, and this can help you focus on financial matters,
ways to bring stability and security to your life, and work on getting
better grounded. You may not be able to do much with these right now,
but you can prepare for when you can. On Sunday, Mars retrogrades
(appears to move backwards) into Capricorn and your relationship
sector. You may experience struggles with your relationships, your
dealings with other people, with finding peace and making
compromises, and may find yourself in more arguments or experiencing
more opposition from other people. Be more patient with others as well
as with yourself. You may want more time to yourself as the week
begins, and with the Moon in your sign midweek, you can have more
energy and drive. You can feel more confident later in the week, and
end the week being more active, engaging, and open with what's on
your mind.
Best days of the week for Cancer: Wednesday, Thursday
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August 13th - 19th 2018
You may have an active mind to start the week, and focus on lots of
new ideas and plans. Make sure you keep track of the ones that your
most enthusiastic about so you don't forget them later. Midweek, you
can tend to yourself emotionally, tackle matters at home or with family,
or work on something from the ground up. You can get back to basics,
or get to the core of something. Later in the week, you can enjoy getting
more attention, and can be more generous, fun-loving, and friendly. You
made may week finishing smaller tasks and projects. The big event for
this week occurs on Sunday, as Mercury ends his (retrograde appearing
to move backwards) in Leo and your money sector. We've had to deal
with this retrograde for the last few weeks, and you've likely been
dealing with financial issues, lack of stability or security, or have felt
stuck. Now that the retrograde is ending, you can work to get your
finances in order, bring stability or security to areas of life that have
been chaotic, and get things moving again in the areas of life where you
have felt stuck.
Best days of the week for Cancer: Thursday, Friday
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August 20th - 26th 2018
The Sun enters Virgo on Thursday, and over the coming weeks, your
mental activity can surge, and you can feel most like yourself when
you’re using your mind and keeping yourself active. You can come up
with new ideas and new plans, and want to fill up your schedule and be
more engaging with others. On Sunday, a full moon occurs in Pisces,
and you can finish plans for expansion, exploration, and new
experiences, and try to be more optimistic about life. You can focus on
the good, and defend your beliefs and causes. You may start the week
being productive, getting work done, and keeping busy with plenty to
do, but may need a break at some point. Midweek, you can bring some
balance into your life, and this can restore you emotionally so you stay
calmer and focused. Later in the week, you can work on a
transformation for the better, and take a serious approach to life in
general. You may end the week feeling a little bolder and positive, and
you may crave more space to do whatever you want and get out into
the world for a little while.
Best days of the week for Cancer: Sunday
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August 27th - September 2nd 2018
On Monday, Mars ends his retrograde (appearing to move backward),
which we’ve been dealing with since late June and has been throwing
everyone off. The retrograde began in Aquarius and now comes to an
end in Capricorn, and has likely been impacting your close relationships
and dealings with others during this time. With the retrograde ending,
you can focus on getting your relationships back on track, and working
to grow closer with your loved ones, transform, and grow. You may
think about your big ideas as the week begins, and work on plans for
new experiences and take on a more optimistic outlook. You can work
on realistic long-term plans midweek, and try to assess what goals you
want to focus on as you move forward, and how you can make progress
and achieve success. Later in the week, you can be open to changes
that need to be made, and feel that you may need be more
independent and do things in new ways to get what you want. You may
end the week wanting some extra time on your own to rest, and
needing some quiet time for reflection.
Best days of the week for Cancer: Monday
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September 3rd - 9th 2018
Mercury moves into Virgo on Wednesday, and you can have more
mental energy, more ideas and plans, and can focus on lots of different
interests over the coming weeks. A new moon occurs in Virgo on
Sunday, and you can pursue a new idea, take action with a plan, keep
yourself busy and active, have an important communication, or use your
mind more. Venus moves into Scorpio and your love sector on Sunday
as well, and you can enjoy spending more time with loved ones,
engaging your hobbies, picking up new hobbies, being creative, and
being affectionate over the coming weeks. You may start the week
wanting some time alone to rest and recover, and the Moon is in your
sign midweek, so energy can return and you can focus on starting
something new to focus on for the next month. Later in the week, you
can be confident in your decisions but take your time to make them, and
over the weekend, you can keep busy, be more engaging, and open up
about what you’re thinking, wanting to express yourself more openly.
Best days of the week for Cancer: Tuesday, Wednesda
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September 10th - 16th 2018
Mars enters Aquarius on Monday, and you can focus on serious matters
and getting to the heart of situations and people over the coming
weeks. You can take a serious approach to situations, and you can be
more researching. Your focus can be unrelenting, and you can stick with
something, seeing it all the way through, or come back from defeat or
failure and strengthen your will. You may also work on a transformation
for the better of something in your life, and it can last for a long time.
You can get in tune with your emotions earlier in the week, and
strengthen yourself internally at your core, get or give support, and
focus on the foundation of something in your life. Later in the week, you
can get creative, make time for your hobbies, or spend more time with
the people you love, feeling affectionate and generous. Over the
weekend, you can focus on the work that you didn’t get to during the
week, and try to get as much done as you can. You can be more
productive and efficient with your time and energy, and work to get
organized, bring structure and order to your life, and streamline.
Best days of the week for Cancer: Thursday, Friday
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September 17th - 23rd 2018
Your relationships can be more important to you as the week begins,
and you can spend the week focused on the relationships you have and
people in your life. You can assess your relationships, what impact they
have on you, which ones need some help and which are going well,
which ones you can improve and which you may need to walk away
from. You can understand both sides to situations and weigh the pros
and cons of decisions you make and actions you take, and you can
carefully deliberate before coming to conclusions. You can make
compromises and play negotiator and mediator and diplomat. You can
be more intense later in the week, and want to understand more of
what’s going on with loved ones and in certain situations. You can give
more of yourself in relationships and share more with others if you feel
they are as dedicated as you are. Your passion may be intense though,
and you may need to take it down a notch. On Friday, Mercury enters
Libra and your home and family sector, and the Sun joins Mercury on
Saturday, so over the coming weeks, you can focus more on your home
and family life, emotions, and foundation. You can feel most like
yourself when you’re in the places you feel are home and with the
people who support you. Your head and your heart can come together,
and you can express what you’re feeling more easily and understand
the emotions of situations more easily. You can tend to emotional
needs, and work to strengthen yourself internally as well as to
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strengthen the foundation of some aspect of your life. Over the
weekend, you can be more gregarious and open to some exploring.
Best days of the week for Cancer: Saturday, Sunday
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September 24th - 30th 2018
You can come up with big ideas to start the week, and feel excited by
the ideas you come up with. You can work on plans for expansion,
exploration, and new experiences, and dream up adventures you’d love
to have. You may not take action right now, but you can enjoy the time
spent working on the plans for it. Midweek, you can be more practical
and realistic, and you may take on a new responsibility or have to take
the lead with something. People can look to you to be the one who
leads the way. You can focus on the direction you’re going in, and feel
confident in your path in life. Later in the week, you can spend time with
your friends, groups you belong to, pursue a cause you believe in, or
focus on a dream for your future. You can be more independent,
innovative, original, and open to change or to trying things out that you
wouldn’t have thought of before. Over the weekend, you can take time
to be by yourself if you want to get extra rest or work on your plans
without interference. If you deal with other people, you can be more
compassionate and understanding.
Best days of the week for Cancer: Monday
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October 1st - 7th 2018
With Venus turning retrograde (appearing to move backward) in Scorpio
and your love sector on Friday, that can be the big focus for not only this
week, but the month of October since this lasts the rest of the month in
Scorpio. You may feel the impact in your love relationships, and may
struggle with affection, sharing the love you feel, spending enough time
with loved ones, getting enough time to do the things you love to do, or
taking too much time away from work so you can play and important life
stuff ends up not getting done. You may be more theatrical and
dramatic, want more attention, or demand too much from others, and
need to do a better job of meeting your own needs. It can be a good
time for reconnecting with old loves or old hobbies though. You may
start the week slowly, but feel more energy and drive midweek. Later in
the week, you can work on being more grounded and bringing stability
into your life. Over the weekend, you can work on short-term plans and
new ideas, and can be more open with what’s on your mind.
Best days of the week for Cancer: Tuesday, Wednesday
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October 8th - 14th 2018
You can be better in tune with your emotions and what you need for
comfort and support as the week begins, and help to strengthen
yourself internally so you’re more emotionally at ease. A new moon
occurs on Monday in Libra and your home and family sector, and this
can bring helpful energy for dealing with matters at home or with family,
being more positive emotionally, and strengthening the foundation of
something in your life. You may also consider starting something from
the ground up. On Tuesday, Mercury enters Scorpio and your love
sector, and you can focus on creative projects and ventures that you
enjoy, as well as the issues brought up by Venus retrograde in this sign
over the coming weeks. You may crave more time for fun and want to
avoid too much work, and this can feel especially true later in the week,
but you may need to make time for the tasks and chores that have to be
done over the weekend. Your focus can be better then, and you can
tend to the smaller projects that you can get done quickly so you’re free
to play.
Best days of the week for Cancer: Monday, Tuesday
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October 15th - 21st 2018
Your charm can be high as the week begins, and you can focus on the
people in your life and what they need, or your relationships and how
you can make them better. You can be more focused on others than on
yourself, and make helping other people more of a priority. You may
feel you need to be there for someone, and you can be a good
cheerleader and supporter. Later in the week, you can be more intense,
and whatever you work on, you can throw yourself into fully. You likely
won’t want to do anything halfway, and dedicate yourself fully. It can be
a good time to work on a transformation for the better, and you can
make some progress with it quickly. Over the weekend, you can be
more enthusiastic and positive about life, focusing on the good in your
life and the possibilities available to you. You can unlock new
opportunities with your optimism, and this can open you up to new
experiences, methods of expansion and exploration, and to sharing your
good vibes with others.
Best days of the week for Cancer: Saturday, Sunday
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October 22nd - 28th 2018
One of the goals you’ve been working toward likely takes your focus as
the week begins, and you can work on making more progress, hitting
your stride, hitting a high point, or achieving some measure of success.
You may want to make a good impression on someone or make an
important connection, and can put your best foot forward. On Tuesday,
the Sun enters Scorpio and your love sector, and you may feel most like
yourself when you’re focused on creative projects and ventures, doing
the things you love to do in healthy and positive ways, and spending
time with the people you love most who make you enjoy life. You may
come across as friendlier, more fun-loving, or playful. A full moon
occurs on Wednesday in Taurus, and this may be a time where you
seriously focus on your dreams for your future and assess which you
want to continue to work on and which you want to walk away from.
You might make some progress with a dream you’ve done right by, or
experience a setback with one you haven’t. You can settle issues with
friends or groups, or walk away from one. You may spend more time on
a cause you’re passionate about, or decide to call it quits. You likely
don’t want to be boxed in now, and will rebel if you feel you are,
especially later in the week. Over the weekend, you can take some time
to be alone, and get some rest.
Best days of the week for Cancer: Monday, Tuesday
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October 29th - November 4th 2018
The week begins with the Moon in your sign, Cancer, and this is usually
a good time to start something new you can focus on for the next few
weeks. You can be energized, enthusiastic, and excited, and you can
focus on your own wants and needs. Midweek, you can stick with it, and
get some of the grunt work out of the way that needs to be done. On
Wednesday, Venus retrogrades (appears to move backward) in Libra
and your home and family sector, and you may struggle with matters at
home, with family, or that impact you emotionally over the coming
weeks. Emotional expression and connection in relationships may not
be so great, and you may not feel as supported as you want, or you may
see a relationship hit bottom. Try to focus on the good and see where
you can go from there. Mercury also enters Sagittarius and your work
sector on Wednesday, and you can be more attentive, hard-working,
focused on smaller projects, and have an eye for the details over the
coming weeks. You may have more ideas and plans later in the week,
and work on sorting them out, and can end the week spending time
with the people who support you or tending to your emotional needs to
deal with venus retrograde.
Best days of the week for Cancer: Monday, Tuesday
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November 5th - 11th 2018
Some big-time movement occurs this week, starting with Uranus
retrograde (appearing to move backward) going from Taurus back into
Aries on Tuesday. Uranus started a new tour in Taurus this year, and the
next few months in Aries will be the last, so this is a time to tie up loose
ends and finish what you’ve started. For you, this can focus on your
goals, ambitions, and direction, and the changes you’ve undergone in
this area over the last 7-8 years. On Wednesday, a new moon occurs in
Scorpio and your love sector, and you can get good energy for creative
projects and ventures, sharing the love you feel, being more
affectionate and romantic, getting in touch with your playful side, and
being more joyful. Jupiter moves from Scorpio to Sagittarius and your
work sector on Thursday, where he’ll be for the next year, and you can
get his beneficial energy now with your work life, daily life, and health.
You can pursue new work opportunities, focus on work that you enjoy,
make improvements in your daily life, feel more productive and get
more done, and improve your lifestyle to get healthier. It’s not all
sunshine right away though, as Mercury will retrograde in Sagittarius
starting next week, so we may not see the good energy until after that
ends, but once it does, you can work to make the most of Jupiter in your
work sector. You may start the week spending time at home or with
family, craving support and encouragement, and get in touch with your
heart midweek. Later in the week, you can be better focused and
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hard-working, and you may end the week wanting time with loved ones
and keeping the peace.
Best days of the week for Cancer: Tuesday, Wednesday
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November 12th - 18th 2018
This can be a wonky week, first with Mars entering Pisces on Thursday,
and bringing lots of big ideas and plans for expansion and exploration
over the coming weeks. You can focus on the bright side, be open to an
adventure, and want to pursue new possibilities. Then Venus ends her
retrograde (appearing to move backward) on Friday, moving forward
again in Libra and your home and family sector, and you can work on
repairing issues at home or with family. But then we have Mercury
retrograde starting on Friday as well, in Sagittarius and your work sector,
so you may have a hard time getting work done, tending to the details,
handling small projects and tasks, and feel extra stressed out over the
coming weeks. Try not to put so much on your plate to avoid
overwhelm. You can spend time with loved ones to start the week, work
on a transformation for the better later in the week, and give yourself
some space over the weekend if you’re feeling like you’re dealing with a
lot and need the room to breathe.
Best days of the week for Cancer: Friday, Saturday
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November 19th - 25th 2018
You can feel more ambitious than usual as the week starts, and you can
focus on your goals, what you want to achieve, and work hard to hit a
high point with something. You can be more responsible and practical,
and stick to long-term plans to make some progress. Midweek, you can
push yourself further outside of your comfort zone to try and make
more progress, or at least get closer to your dreams for your future. On
Thursday, the Sun enters Sagittarius and your work sector, and over the
coming weeks, you can be more productive and efficient, focus on
smaller tasks and chores, and streamline your daily life. On Friday, a full
moon occurs in opposing sign, Gemini, and you can tend to your
spiritual, internal needs, get some extra rest, and focus on emotional
baggage, issues from the past, or subconscious issues. It can be a good
time for a release, and you can focus on how you’re of service to others
and to yourself. The week ends with the Moon in your sign, and you can
get a shot of energy as the week comes to a close, and may feel excited
about something new.
Best days of the week for Cancer: Sunday
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November 26th - December 2nd 2018
This week begins with the Moon in your sign, Cancer, and you can focus
on something you want to get started with now, but with Mercury
retrograde (appearing to move backward), it might be wise to stick to
something you’ve tried before and want another shot at, or something
that you can finish in less than one week. Midweek, you can slow things
down and take your time, not wanting to rush anything with the energy
being so wonky now. Later in the week, you can fill up your schedule
and feel more engaging, wanting to use your mental energy thoroughly.
You can come up with new ideas, but you may not have the time to do
much with them. On Saturday, Mercury retrogrades into Scorpio and
your love sector, and over the next week, you may struggle with your
love relationships, with using creative energy, with being inspired, or
with getting the attention you want. Try to give yourself some time to
goof off and not be too focused on the mundane. Over the weekend,
you can work on strengthening yourself internally so you can better
handle the challenges of life.
Best days of the week for Cancer: Monday
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December 3rd - 9th 2018
This week, Mercury ends his retrograde (appearing the move backward)
on Thursday in Scorpio, your love sector. Mercury has been retrograde
in Scorpio since December 1st, and you’ve likely been dealing with
issues with loved ones, having difficult communications with the people
you care about, or have had a hard time feeling the love for anything.
With the retrograde coming to a close, you can start to be more
expressive with love and connect to your heart again after another week
or two. Come Friday, a new moon occurs in Sagittarius and your work
sector, and this can be a great new moon for starting work projects or
picking ones back up that got dropped last month when the retrograde
started. You can pursue work opportunities, strive to enjoy the work you
do, get attention for work you’ve done, or improve your schedule or
routine to be more productive and efficient. You can also work on
improving your lifestyle to get healthier, or work on managing your
stress better. The week begins with the Moon in your home and family
sector, focusing on matters at home or with family, and helping you
connect to your emotional self. Midweek, you can be a little lighter, and
later in the week, you can work on smaller tasks and projects. Over the
weekend, you can spend time with the people you care about, make
compromises and meet people in the middle, and have a little peace.
Best days of the week for Cancer: Tuesday, Wednesday
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December 10th - 16th 2018
The first half of this week can focus on the people in your life and your
relationships, and you can work on growing closer with the people you
love. You can strengthen emotional bonds and try to gain more
understanding of them. Just make sure you’re not being clingy with
them or demanding more than they can give. On Wednesday, Mercury
enters Sagittarius and your work sector, and this can help you pay
closer attention to the details and work on lots of smaller projects over
the coming weeks. You can keep yourself pretty busy, wanting to use
up the extra mental energy you can have, and you may work on your
schedule or daily routine to be more productive, or change up your
regimen to become healthier. Later in the week, your outlook can
become optimistic, and you can focus on new ways to expand your life,
explore the world, and have new experiences. It can be a good time for
learning or teaching. You may end the week working on your long-term
plans for your goals, or focused on the direction your life is going in.
Your view of your path may be clearer, and you can assess if you’re on
the path you want to be on.
Best days of the week for Cancer: Thursday, Friday, Saturday
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December 17th - 23rd 2018
One of your goals may be your biggest focus as the week kicks off, and
you can work hard and smart to make progress and achieve some
measure of success. You can do your homework, get advice from
someone you trust, and work on your long-term, plans to be as realistic
as possible and get you closer to where you want to be. Midweek, you
can think more long-term, and focus on what you want your future to
look like. Later in the week, you can take a break and let your
imagination take over, getting lost in daydreams and fantasies. On
Friday, the Sun enters Capricorn and your relationship sector, and over
the coming weeks, you can give more of your attention to the people in
your life and your relationships. You can be more committed,
compromising, charming, and fair-minded, and work to be better
balanced. On Saturday, a full moon occurs in your sign, Cancer, and the
week ends with the Moon in your sign, so you can focus more on
yourself, your own wants and needs, and be more open emotionally.
Your emotions can be more intense, and you can get in touch with your
inner self. You may see the culmination of something, get rewarded for
hard and smart work, responsibility and passion, or experience a
setback or delay if you need to change your course or come to terms
with what you really want to be focused on.
Best days of the week for Cancer: Sunday
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December 24th - 30th 2018
The last full week of 2018 begins with the Moon in your sign, Cancer,
and you can start the week with energy and enthusiasm, focused on
what you want to get started with. A new beginning, project, plan, or
venture now can be a focus for the next month of your life as you go
into a new year. Midweek, you can stay the course and get some of the
stuff out of the way that requires a steady hand or concentrated focus.
You can feel confident in what you do, your abilities and decisions, and
in life in general. If you need some stability or security, you can work to
bring that into your life. Later in the week, you can come up with plenty
of ideas, work on your short-term plans, get advice, and gather
information that you need to move forward. You can be excited by what
you come up with, and ready to take the next step. Over the weekend,
you can work on the foundation, trying to make certain that the
foundation is strong and can withstand any trials and tribulations along
the way. With a solid foundation, you can feel secure and emotionally at
ease.
Best days of the week for Cancer: Monday
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December 31st 2018 - January 6th 2019
Mars moves into Aries and your goals and life path sector on Monday to
start the week and end 2018, and you can go into 2019 focused on your
goals, feeling more ambitious, working to hit new heights and make
progress and achieve success, and hitting your stride over the coming
weeks. You can make impressions on the right people, and see
something you started from the bottom up about one year ago reach a
height now. You can be focused on what you want, and do what it takes
to make it happen. On Friday, Mercury enters Capricorn and your
relationship sector, and you can work best with a partner and get help
from the people in your life over the coming weeks, so you may not be
doing all of this alone. You can do your best thinking with a partner, and
enjoy bouncing ideas off of others. This is helped by a solar eclipse in
Capricorn on Saturday, and you can pursue opportunities for new
relationships and partnerships, to bring more balance into your life, and
to find some peace. You may start the week wanting to enjoy yourself
and goof off, get work done later in the week, and spend time with
loved ones over the weekend.
Best days of the week for Cancer: Monday, Tuesday
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Cancer 2018 Yearly Horoscopes
Love & Relationships:
Jupiter remains in your love sector to start 2018, and you can use his
beneficial, expansive energy to bring more love into your love, share the
love you feel, and be more affectionate. If single, you can enjoy playing
the field and meeting lots of new suitors, and if in a relationship, you can
work to bring the sparks back. This is especially the case to kick the year
off with Mars also in this sector in January. In October, Venus
retrogrades (appears to move backward) in your love sector though,
and you may experience issues with loved ones, feel less love for
something or someone, or are desperate for attention. Mercury then
retrogrades in this sector the first week of December, and you can
experience communication issues with loved ones. Make sure you have
extra patience during these retrogrades. They can be good for
reconnecting with old flames.
Mars is in your relationship sector mid-March through mid-May, bringing
more energy, drive, and focus to your relationships and the people in
your life. Mars moves into your intimacy sector mid-May, making that
more of a priority, but retrogrades in your intimacy sector late June
through mid-August, and then in your relationship sector the second
half of August. This can bring some struggles in a relationship, with
someone in your life, and you may feel you’re being tested. You may
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need to work on finding middle ground and coming together, and avoid
giving in to petty arguments and being defensive. Mars is in your
relationship sector to mid-September, and then in your intimacy sector
to mid-November, so you’re spending a good chunk of 2018 focused on
your relationships. This can be a great time to work on making them
better, especially with Saturn and Pluto in your relationship sector all
year. See where you can improve, where you can transform, and where
you need to let go.
The solar eclipse February 15th occurs in your intimacy sector, and you
can bring positive energy to your intimate relationships and work to
open up more. The July 27th lunar eclipse occurs in this sector, and you
can eliminate issues and work on letting go.
Career & Money:
Uranus is at the end of his time in your career and goals sector, here to
mid-May and back again in early November for one last go around.
Uranus has brought some change energy to your professional life and
goals, and that can start wrapping up now. This may be the time when
you feel you need to make last-minute changes now, while you still
have the chance, before the energy goes away. You can *really* feel
that way when Mercury is retrograde in this sector late-March to
mid-April, and you can be more antsy and want to push for something
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new fast. Try not to be impulsive and make changes just for the sake of
change.
Jupiter enters your work sector in early November, and you can unlock
more work opportunities and focus on work that you enjoy as the year
comes to a close, and this may be prompted by Mercury retrograde in
your work sector the second half of November making you have less
patience for work you don’t enjoy. Mars is in your work sector late
January to mid-March, so you can focus some more on work earlier in
the year, and can be a lot more productive.
A lunar eclipse occurs January 31st in your money sector, and you can
work to eliminate financial issues and see rewards for smart financial
decisions and responsibility. A solar eclipse occurs August 11th in your
money sector, and this can be a good time to focus on new financial
opportunities, but with Mercury retrograde in your money sector late
July to mid-August, you may want to focus on giving old money
opportunities a try.
Home & Family:
Venus is retrograde in your home and family sector the first half of
November, and you can struggle to have patience with your family, lack
love for your family or home, and may want more of the attention,
comfort, and support. Try to go easier on your family, and make
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improvements to your home. It can be a great time for redecorating, and
you can spruce your place up. It can also be good for reconnecting with
your family if you haven’t seen them in a long time.
If you have children, Jupiter is in the sector ruling children to early
November, and you can work to improve your relationship with them,
and enjoy more time with them. Mars is in this sector in January, and this
is when you can give the most attention. But Venus is retrograde in this
sector in October, and they may be unruly and difficult to manage, and
Mercury retrogrades in this sector the first week of December, and
communication may be difficult. Listen to them more.
Mental State:
Neptune remains all year in one of the sectors ruling your mind, helping
you to have a more active imagination and fantasize more. You can
benefit from travel, and this can open you up even more. Mars is in this
sector mid-November to the end of the year, so you may want some
more space for the holidays, and can focus on learning new things,
going to school or starting a course, wanting to understand more about
the world, or getting out and having new experiences for you to learn
from and grow.
General:
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A solar eclipse occurs in your sign on July 12th, and this can be a great
time to focus on new beginnings, new opportunities, the possibilities,
and what you want to get started with. You can embark on a new
journey in life, and you can be excited and enthusiastic about what
you’re working on. You can focus on your own wants and needs, and
work on pursuing what you’re most passionate about, and have the
courage to take the first step.
Uranus is in your friendship and dreams sector mid-May through early
November, and this is the start of this transit which will last until 2026.
This is the sector Uranus naturally rules, so you can be more at home
with change, going outside of your comfort zone, being independent,
meeting new people, expanding your social circle, and focusing on your
dreams for your future.
Month-by-Month Mini Horoscopes:
January: Make more time for your hobbies, the things you love to do,
and the people who remind you to have fun this month. You may not
want to focus on the mundane and serious, and instead want to enjoy
yourself, kick back, and let loose a little, not stressing out about the
small stuff so much and lazing the day away.
February: You can be much more productive this month, and get a lot of
the little things done and out of the way, as well as bring more structure
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and order into your life. This may be a response to feeling unsettled
emotionally after having to control an issue you hold deep inside of
yourself, but it needs to be done so you can move on.
March: You can work to get as much work done as you can early in the
month, and feel that you’re losing your direction later in the month,
uncertain of the path to take. Work on getting better balanced and
surrounding yourself with peace and tranquility. This can help you to
figure out the right thing to do.
April: Your relationships may need more attention this month, and it can
come to the detriment of your goals. You just may not have the time for
your goals as you give more of your time and attention to other people,
and you can come back to your goals later, once you’ve helped out as
much as you can.
May: You can work to figure out everything you need to about
something later in the month, and become more invested and
passionate as the month goes on, wanting to find out as much as you
can. You can This might consume a lot of your focus later in the month,
and you can keep searching.
June: Your mood may darken this month, and any hidden rage, hostility,
resentment, and fear can come roaring out. Instead of trying to hide it,
find a healthy way to let it out. An outlet for your emotions can be very
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helpful this month, and you may want to use up a lot of energy so you
have less to fuel anger.
July: You can feel like you’re on the right path this month, and work on
your plans to set yourself up moving forward to pursue new
opportunities and make the most of them. You may get a little lazy later
in the month, or a little stubborn, so work on being more open and
movable, and don’t get caught up in something.
August: You can focus on ways to bring more stability and security into
your life this month, especially after feeling like that was shaky as the
month begins. You can work on being better balanced as the month
goes on, and you can crave more peace in your life to help make you
feel more secure.
September: Hard work and smart choices can pay off with the full moon
in September that occurs in your career and goals sector, and you can
make progress, hit your stride, hit a high point, or experience success. If
there are setbacks and delays instead, this tells you that you need to
make adjustments.
October: You may expect more from others than they can give this
month, and this can cause problems in your relationships, so work to be
more realistic with others, and to do more for yourself so you’re not so
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demanding. It’s good to want to be closer, but you can go too far and
cling.
November: The little things may pile up this month, and you may take
on more work than you can actually do, so work on streamlining your
schedule so you’re not feeling overwhelmed. If you do feel stressed,
work to have an outlet for it, otherwise you can go wild, especially
emotionally, feeling shaky and uncomfortable.
December: Giving yourself some space can be a good thing as the year
is coming to a close, and you can focus on travel, seeing the world,
going places you haven't before, learning, opening your mind, and
having new experiences that excite you and make you think about life in
a different way.
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